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1. InrOroduction 
IfXis a topological space, the statement that X is a Urysuh~r space 
means that if p and q are distinct points of X, then there are open sets U 
and V with disjoint closures and containing p and q, respectively. Exam- 
ples nf muti$ible connected Urysohn spaces are rare. The fizst example 
of 8 crountable connected Urysohn space was given by Hewitt [ 2 1. In (81, 
Roy gave an example of such a space having a dispersion point. Although 
simple xamples of tionnecfed, locafly connected, countable* Hautiorff 
spa&s are known [ 5,873 t they all have the property that the closes of 
any two open sets intersect, .hus making them barely Nausdo#ff and, 
hence, not Urysohn. The first example of a connected, locally connected, 
countable Ufysolan space was given by Jones and Stone in 131, whiIe the 
existence of 2’such spaces was proven by Kannan and RajagopaSan [4] - 
The purpose of this paper :is to provide a rather simple geonletric ~~arn~~~ 
of a connect&, locaffy connected, countable Urysohn spacw:. 
we provide has its origins ii1 Bing’s irrational slope topolo 
65 
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modified version of the locally connected, countable Hausdorff space 
constructed in [ 7). 
2. Notation 
The 3dirrrensional Euclidean upper half-space will be denoted by 
? = {(x, y, z) E E3 1 z > 0) ) where Ea denotes the 3Airnensional space. 
The unit vectors (in E3) f'ram the origin (0, 0,O) to the points ( 1,0, U), 
(0,1,0) and (O,O, 1) will be denoted by a, 1 and k, respectively. The vec- 
tor from the paint PI to ,fhct point Pz will be denoted by P&. The plane 
determined by three non-collinear points P,, Pz and P3 will be denoted 
by PrPzP3, and the tetrahedron determined by four non-coplanar points 
Pr , P2, P3 and P4 will be denoted by (P: ,Ps , P3, I$ ). The integers, ra- 
tionals and positive rationals will be denoted by Z, Q and Q+, respectively. 
I 
3. The points of X 
The points of our space will form a dense subset of the set of all 
points?n E? which have only rational coordinates. Let {&)nEZ be a 
countable. collection of disjoint dense subsets of Q an&let ’ 
I 1 58 nEZ= i . . . . ‘4, r -I? Q, q# 9, J 
be a fixed enumeration of the rationals. We now define the underlying 
point set of our space by 
X= Yx Q+, 
where Y =. {&, t) i t t Qi and ar’ G2). We note that tin& no two elements 
of Y have the same second coordinate, every line givei by ’ ’ 
W, b, cl E IE: i b iand c are: constants) 
contains at most one point of X. 
s of points of x 
point (n, b, C) E X we: associate aunique regular tetrahedron 
Fig. 1. The tetrahedron CI@, b, c). 
~(a, b, c) with base in the plane z = 0 and defined by 
o(a, b, c) = ((a, b, c), (a - &t/6,b - fcd2,Oj, (a +ac&, b - +42,01)1, 
(a b + &/2,0)) 
(.zze Fig. 1): For each real e > 0, we now define the basic e-neighborhood 
IV&, li, c) of (a, b, c) to consist of the point (a, b, c) pks all points of X 
in the three regular tetrahedra X,, pE and rE having edges of length ; and 
being attached to the base vertices of o(a, 6, c) as shown in Fig. 1. 
5. X is a Urysohn space 
Let ~(a, 6, cl)= (A, B, C, 63 ), where 
A = l[& b, c) E x, 
I3 = @ - %c&, 6 -- fc+4/2,0), 
C = I[U + &+6, b - 9&2,0), 
Then -2j42 + k, Si + 2j43 + k46 and -6i G 2!jd3 + kd6 are vectors, 
normal to the planes ABC, ACD and ABD, respectively. If P := (x, y, z) 
E ABC n X, thlen the inner product (-2j42 + k:) l PA = 0, and hence 
(El -3+,/2 * $4~ - c). Thus, since 42 is irrational and no two points of 
6 G.X. Ritter /A ~tp~~~ed, 10~d.l~ con~#?cted, cm+Wbh? i.&~&fl qW? 
lie on a line parallel to the x-axis, we: have that x = Q, Y c b, 2 = c and 
C n X = AI Similarly, using the fact tha.t 43 and 46 are irrational, 
we may ii;fzow that 431) n X = AC’ n .X = A+ It now follows that for 
any two distinct points of X we may choose sufficiently small e > 0 
such that the points lie in disjoint ~-neighborhoods. Therefore X is 
ows that the closure of each basic e-neighborhood N&I, b, C) 
ection of X with the union of nine infinite triangular 
anating from the faces of the tetrahedra IQ, pI and& rG in the 
--j42 + 2k, -31 f 143 + 2kd6 and 3i + j1/3 + 2Rd6. Now, 
) and A’ = (a’, b’, d) are distinct points of X &d a(‘, 6, cl 
‘, c’) = (A’, B’, C’, ID’), then it fullows from our ore- 
(ABuACIIAD\~(A’~~‘~JA’C~A’D’)~~. 
sufficiently small e > 0, N&z, bi c) and IV&‘, b’, et) have dis- 
s. Therefore X is a ilrysohin space, 
-3i + j/3 + 2kJ6 
3i + jJ$l c 2kJ6' 
6. X is ammx&il and locally connected 
We suppose that U U V = X is a separation of X, and A = (a, b, c) IE U 
and A’= (a: b’, c’) E V. Let ~(a, b, c) = (A, B. C, D> and ~(iz’, b’, c’) = 
(A’, B’, C’, II’> be exactly as in the previous disccassion. Since U is both 
open an41 closrzd in X, there is an E > 0 such that W,(A) c 0 and the 
closure clIU&¶) of N,(A) is also in U’. Let F be the plane in E.: which is 
parallel to ABC and contains the vertex point of X,(a. li, c) which is not 
on ABC. Let WA, denote the points of X between F and ABC, and let 
(x, y, z) E W,. Then for any E’ > 0, 
since both closure:s contain two triangular beams in WA pointing in the 
directions -3 + j&J + 2k& and 3i + j43 + 2k&. Thus we must have 
(x, y, z) G U atid therefore W, 5c U. On the other han,d, neitherA”B’D’ 
nor A’C’D’ is parallel to ALBC. Hence . 
for any CE”‘> 0, contrary to the fact that U n V = (il. merefore X is con- s 
nected. - 
For analogous reasons we have that for each (a, tr, c) E X and each 
e > 0 the sub$pace N&z, b, c) is connected. However, IV&z, b, c> -- 
{(a; b, ~$1 is&arly disconnected. 
7. Remarks 
If we had chosen ~(a, b, c) with all its edges having irrational slopes 
and defined N&z, b, c) accordingly, then we could have used X = Qt, 
the set ofall rational poi,nts in Et, instead of X = Y X Q+. However, our 
choice of X and IV6 great&J simplifies the computation of vertex poirrk 
Although our space satisfies the Urysohn condition of separation, it
is stiU a long way fkom satkfying the regularity criterion for topo 
spaces. A thearem of Urysohn’s hows that a connectedl countiab 
cannot be regular [9]. This poses the question as to how closely a con- 
nected countable space may resemble a, reg.lar space. The answer to 
this question of course depends upon the interpretation of l&e word ‘* 
semble”, In [ 61, Lamore constructed a, cour&ble cannected and IO 
cannec,ted space which is “almost regular” in t&.,semWhat i satisfies 
the separation axiom P, for every countable ordinal a* For a given ordi- 
nal number dt, the axiom P, is satisfied by a topological space X if and 
l ven two distinct points x,y e X, there exists ogen neighbcx- 
(fl< Q) such that 
alent to T1., Ij to Hausclorff, no countable, connected 
ace can be Pza, and if QL > & the; Pcy implies PO_ 
Another approach to the concept of ‘“almost regular” would be via a 
point-wise definition. It is npt difficult to construct spa_Ces whi& are 
negular at almost all of their points. Thus it might be natural to define an 
almost reguifar space as a topological space with a dense svbset itlf regular 
points* Our earlier question may then bs rephrased as,f~ll~$~ ,Isit pqs- 
PliMe to corMruc& aconn!ected, locally connected countable Ury~&n 
space which is almost regular? 
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